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Xperia Acro HD SOI12 28. Xolo X900 29. Sony Xperia Acro HD SO-03D 30. Sony Sony Or verify the existing account again. WhatsApp's FAQ page lists phones and operating systems that won't be able to use the app after February 2020. However, WhatsApp says its decision to end app support for older versions of
Android and iOS will not affect many users and only those using older Android phones and iPhones will be affected. According to a tweet posted by WABetainfo, WhatsApp also no longer supports devices running on iOS8 or less. Users can still use WhatsApp in iOS 8, but can't verify their account if they reinstall it.
WhatsApp has regularly added new features and some of these features require a powerful phone and new version of Android and iOS to work properly. Features like live video playback, fingerprint authentication use huge resources and require ample RAM and a powerful phone with a new operating system. Read
more: Stock investment guide for beginners WhatsApp says some phones won't be able to support the features they plan to bring in the future and that's why they are ending support for older operating systems. We will no longer actively develop this operating system; Some features may stop working at any time. If you
are currently using the old operating system, we recommend upgrading to a new version, WhatsApp quoted BusinessLeague as saying on its support page. Check out more news about the topic of this article, here: Whatsapp Bisnis Indonesia with 3 media to raise funds to help medical personnel and residents affected
by coronavirus Yayasan Lumbung Pangan channeled through Indonesia (Account BNI: 200-5202-055). Come on, help with Dan now! Click here for more information. full.
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